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Legislature Declares Presidential Election
Invalid; Cites Tomorrow fo ..... Re-run Race
Lut week UDdoabtedly was • week to remember ill
stDdeat pVer1llDeDt m.tory at Fairfield. After eudidate
Toay Mh.eu . . . cIedared vidor by the eledioa. committee.
the It.eat lqislature ruled the event iDvalicl aDd. voted for
a re-run matc.h. Much c:uriousity is preHDt oa eampu,
sportiD& • gamut of OpiDioD8 OB who or what is correet.
The Legislature meeting was cbarac:terized by DUIIlerouI
votes 011 everything from Kheduling the new electioa to
deeiding what IdDd of majority would be necessary to
instate it. Some iadeed bold candidate Christopher
Campbell as outspoken; lOme bold the opioioa that Mr.
MixC:1lIJ was soft spoken. NODethele88. after a &oog sesaioa.
lbe body ~ by • 24·2 ....,..u.. tile iDvoHdity .1 tile
eIeetioa on two eoaats: that the poDs closed oae-IaaIf bour
eartier than tile lime pabIicized OD ......... aad that there
was a 8Ub&taatial diserepuey ill the amoaat of tabulated
V~8

aDd

repstered studeata.

The result will be • Dew eleetioa tomorrow, Friday,
Febriary 22 betweea 9 ODd 5. T1IrD to _
21"'lesislature
account.
Pilch I'holo

Fitzgerald Looks Back
over First Year in Office

Seniors group together 10 celebrate the last 100 nights of their University career. This year's ceJebralion
was sponsored by the Knights of Columbus. Between the 25 kegs and Ihe "high spirits". the traditional
affair proved to be a JOyous ttme for all. Nobody seemed to mind the fact the beer flowed not only from
lhe taps but also mysteriously from the airl

Bomb Hurled at Security Check
Saturday evening, February 9. a
flf'e bomb was discovered burning
on the west side of the North
Benson entrance checkpoint, dis·
dosed Security Chief James
Barretl. Responding offkers noti·
fied the local police and fll'e
department who arrived to extinguish the interference. Minimal
damage was incurred.
The disturbance was first
reported as a fll'e by a resident of
Berchman's Han at about 4:20 p.m.
that Saturday afternoon. Officers

Garrabrant and Lombardi arrived
on the scene to discover the
presence of _hat appeared to be a
bomb of sorb burning along side of
the booth. The bomb had apparendy been thrown to break into
the guard house aod cause internal
damage. The outside storm window had been smasbed. but the
object was tben refied.ed 0(( the
inner unbreakable plexiglas.
JiWkly
w..
After the fll'e was under control.
university chemistry pro(essors

na-..

were summoned to provide an
identification of the material. Fr.
Hutchinson. Blesset and Elder
tentatively identified the substanee to be of petroleum and
ether base. a highly Oammable
mixture.
The bomb _as in the form of a
quart-size millt bott~ filled with
the plastic·like liquid. The mixture
was designed to spray [rom the
container when burled and stick to
its target. Being highly namable, it
coat. on PI. 3

by_L.Maary
One year ago, Fairfield Univer·
sitys seventh president.. Rev.
Thomas R. Fitzgerald. S.J. paid
his first visit to his new home, In a
recent interview, Fr. Fitzgerald
reflected on his first year at
Fairfield and on the future of the
University.
IDitJal Report.
Discussing his first annual
report to the Board of Trustees,
Fr. Fitzgerald explained what he
felt is the University's role in the
development of a student's moral
and social growth. "We shouldn't
be indifferent to this matter,"
stated the President.. Wit is our
responsibility to create a positive
environment where growth is
possible. However. we should not
roerce or indoctrinate. but rather
leave the individual the freedom of
not growing if this is his choice."
When asked if Fairfield was
achieving this goal, Fr. Fitzgerald
answered with a smile. "Yes, but
we can do it better!"
The cultural growth of the
student, commented Fr. Fitz·
gerald in his report, is also
important in the maturing proeess.
But further growth or our cultural
programs remains impossible with
the present faeiltlies. "We simply
cannot do much more in the
expansion or cultural programs
without physical expansion," said
Fr. Fitzgerald, "The Oak Room is
not satisfactory for Art shows. but
we simply do not have the

(financial) resources for expan·
sian."
Fr. Fitzgerald also diM:ussed the
increase in the number or
applications for admission this
year. He attributed this gain to
Fairfield's greater degree to
recognition among prospective
students. "Fairrield is becoming
better known. We are attractive to
many students, providing they
hear about us."
Concerning tuition increases.
Fr. Fitzgerald expec.ts increases
every year as inflation continues
to rise. This year's increase,
however. is one of only 5.8%. less
than the increase in the cost of
living; Fr. Fitzgerald would like to
limit future increases to about that
level.
Areas.f Aduevem_t
Reflecting on the past year, Fr.
Fitzgerald felt that his greatest
achievements were in the areas or
budget planning and control. He
also believed that he had managed
to avoid serious misunderstand·
ings and had developed increased
trust around the University.
He cited the slow progress in
the University's fund-raising activities as his greatest failure and
plans to devote more time and
attention to the intensifieation of
fund-raising activity,
Through his first impressions of
Fairfield have remained basKally
the same, Fr. Fitzgerald admitted.
~I reel somewhat more confident
ennt, Oll PI. 3
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Candidates Enter Rerun to
Decide Presidential Conflict
By Pat Dunn
Last. week's meeting of the election were cited. A major
Student Legislature was indeed a discrepancy had occurred in the
reflection of the current dimate in • hours the polls were closed. The
Washington. The evening's debate Election Committee bad posted
concerning the validity of the the times for voting between the
F.U.S.A. presidential election was hours of 9:00 to 4:30 p.m. (or the
as exasperating as Judge Sirica's, vonvenience of the student teacheourtroom. Opel)ing the meeting en. The decision to dose the polls
with his Carewell address, presi· at 4:00 was made by the
dent Ed Harrison depicted the committee chairman, Frank Vigpresent sLate of poliUeaI affairs at uti As • result, Ed Cassidy,

imperative for you (Tony Mixcus)
to take office in an atmosphere of
good feeling and political supporL"
Without a new elCi:tion Campbell
stressed that no one would ever
know who had reatly won the
election: "If you don't care you
blew it. You blew it because there
will be so many people who will
never know."
The event of a new elCi:tion
would not be the fIrst time such an
incident took place in the history
of Fairfield politics. Two years ago
in the race for F.U.S.A. president,
tbe election was dCi:lared invalid
and was repeated because of an
excess of unaccounted votes.
In a lengthy and dramatic
speech, Campbell appealed to the
legislature and urged them to take
action, and to vote in favor of a
new elCi:tion. "The present el«tion," he stated, "had disenfranch·
ised 50 students and was therefore
invalid. If you vote no, it's a joke,
that's exactly what this election is,
it's a joke."
After a recess of 10 minutes the
legislature passed the motion to
re-run the election, by a vote of 24
to 2. The election will take place
tomorrow, Friday, between the
hours of 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m_
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Librarian Named to Head Post

Out-QOlng Student association president Ed HarrISOn addressed the
legIslature With his farewell message. Proceedings aT the much talked
about sesSion produced a re-run electIon between Mlxcus and
Campbell tomorrow, all day between 9:00 and 5:00.
Pilch !'hot"

Fairfield: '''The Social Committee
has resigned, the ~ture Committee has resigned and the Coffee
House is defunct.. .I ronsider this
past year a worth while experience; thanks for the opportunity."
On this optimistic note from Mr.
Harrison. the body proceeded with
a report from the Election
Committee, represented by Mr.
David Monaco. The Legislature
moved to postpone the agenda and
deal with the report of the
Election Committee. After a
tedious three week presidential
campaign resulting in victory for
candidate Tony Mixcus, the
Campbell constituency called for a
recount qf the votes. claiming the
election invalid.
Voting Hours
In the heated debate which
followed the reasons for a new

.

representative from Regis, produced a petition signed by 50
students who were unable to vote
beeause the polls had been closed
early. Cassi<1y stated the "Oversight and undersights of the
election had led to a lack of
credibility in the workings of the
legislature. A new election would
restore such a credibility."
The legality of the presidential
election underwent more questioning: when the committee for
elec:tions revealed its inability to
locate 15 registered votes. Mr.
Monaco accounted for the loss of
votes was a "mistake in counting
or simply cheating:'
A Victory for Diplomacy?
Chris Campbell, speaking to the
body, called the situation a
"political catastrophe." He called
for a new elec:tion stating: "It is

FOR FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY STUDENTS IT'S

TYPEWRITER SALES &
SERVICE CO. INC.
NEW AND REBUILT TYPEWRITERS-ADDING
MACHINES-DICTATING EQUIPMENT -ELECTRONIC
CALCULATORS-PRINTING AND DISPLAY

f,,;rfip/d 255·1638

1974 PO ST ROAD

SHOP THE GOODWILL WAY
Clothing - Furniture _ Books
Appliances _ Knick·Knacks
Fairfield U. Students Are Learning that
by shopping at Goodwill Industries Stores You Get
Great Buys on Clothing and Household Items aDd
Help the Handicapped at the Same Time

Mrs. Barbara D. Bryan, assistant director of the Fairfield
University Nyselius Library since
1965, has been named university
librarian ef[ective immediately, it
was announced today by Dr_ John
A. Barone, provost at the
institution.
Mrs. Bryan succeeds Rev.
Francis A. Small, S.J.. long-time
trustee of the university and its
librarian from 1952 until his death
late last month.
Mrs. Bryan began her library
career as catalog department
assistant with the Vale University
Library, served ali departmental
library cataloger with the Harvard
University Library. and returned
to Vale as subject cataloger and
supervisor of the catalog searching
unit.
The newly-appointed librarian
came to the university from the
Fairfield Public Library, where
she had served as assistant
lihrarian and order librarian.
She worked dosely with Fr.
Small during the various phases of
the planning and construction of
the university's Nyselius Lihrary,
which was opened in 1.968.
Born in Livermore Falls, Me.,
Mrs. Bryan was graduated from
the Farmington. Me.• High School.
She received a B.A. in Psychology
and was graduated with high
honors from the University of
Maine, where she was elCi:ted to
Phi Be~ Kappa. She subsequently
earned an M.S. in Library Science
from Southern Connecticut State
College.
Her professional activities in·
c.Wde memberships in the Ameri·
can Library Association and the
Connecticut Library Association
(C.L.A.I. where she formerly
served as see.retary. member of
the development and subsequently
the scholarship committees, as
assistant program chairman and,
during 1972·73, member of the
executive board.
Presently a member of the
board of the C.L.A.'s College and
University Library section. Mrs.
Bryan served previously as section
chairman as well as in various
other offices.
She was appointed last year to
the C.L.A:s College and Universi·
ty Library section. Mrs. Bryan
served previously as sedion
chairman as weU as in various
other offices.

all library services withm Connecticut, and was also named in 1973 to
the NELINET Cataloging Advisory Committee.
Last month Mrs. Bryan was
appointed to the advisory committee for Library-Line. a group
which helps formulate policy for
the new statewide telephone
reference being provided by the
Connecticut State Library.
Among her community affilia·
tions are the Connecticut State
Audubon Society, Fairfield Hjstor·
ical Society. and the League of
Women Voters of Fairfield.
Mrs. Bryan makes her hnme on
Mill Plain Road in Fairfield with
her husband. Robert S., a
Mrs. Barbara D. Bryan
community. planning cnnsultant
late and implement plans for the and president of the firm of Bryan
development and improvement of and Panico, Inc.. of Fairfield.

She was appointed last year to
the C.L.A:s Target. 76 Committee.
which was established fo formu-

Spanish Honor Society
ames New Members
On Tuesday. February 26. university as well as being
Sigma Delta Pi, the national Connecticut state director and
Spanish honor society. will be chairman of the national nominat·
holding its annual induction ing committee, has recently
ceremony at Fairfield University. initiated an award "to be present·
As of this year, the society. ed to the outstanding graduating
includes seventeen active memo Spanish major who is a member fo
bers at thissc.hool, and six who are the society." The award will be
to be initiated: Patricia Bohdan, called the Jose Marti Award in
Linda Arana, Joseph Walton. memoQ' nf this Cuhan writer
Daria Barbano, Darryl McCor- (1835-1895) "whose life and works
mick. and Marie Scaglione. All were characteri7.ed by an ineesSpanish majors are invited to the sant search for individual freedom.
"tertulia" (informal gatheringl an aspiration tn excellence and an
which will be held after the awareness of the universal fraterceremony.
nity of Man." This award, to be
Sigma Delta Pi. which was presented at Commencement. will
started in Fairfield University in indude a certificate and gift
1968. states its purpose as especially selected for the reciphonoring "those who seek and ient.
attain excellence in the study of
Among Lhe activities sponsored
the Spanish language and in the by Sigma Delta Pi in the recent
study of the literature and the past were "La poesia afro·
culture of the Spanish-speaking antillana:' a lecture by Dr. Ivo
peoples" as well as fostering Dominguez, "Ballet folklorico"
"friendly relations and mutual (both of these activities were
respect between the nations of sponsnred in conjuction with
Hispanic speech and those of SASA). and "Los grandes de Ia
English speech." The honor literatura hispanoamericana.... a
society. whose publication "Entre film on the lives and works of
nosotros" is romprised of literary Gabriela Mistral, Pablo Neruda.
works by students, requires a and Jorge Luis Borges. OUicers
Q.P.A. minimum of 3.0 and a 3.0 for the honor society this year
average :n Spanish with emphasis indude Eileen Frankel. president;
in upper division literature.
Janet Pomikber. vice-president;
Dr. Marie J. Panko, who takes Carol Turziano. secretary; and
charge of Sigma Delta Pi at the Christine Lareau, treasurer.
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Streaking A long with the Breeze
No doubt about it sueakinK is
here to stay. As reported in last
week's Voice. the art of streaking
has invaded the Fairfield University Campus...and is growing fast!
During the past. week, reports of
"Over a dozen streaks have been
reported. the climax of these
Otturing last Saturday night when
there were reports of seven
streaks in the Quad. Your average
streaker does nol romp the
campus completely in the nude as
is generally beleived. Most of the
time the streaker will robe himself
in a pair of boots and a ski mask(for obvious reasons). Some of the
more common routes a streaker
will take in his journey are (rom
Loyola to Regis. around the tree
and back again. Another is from
Campion to Northwest· a one way
ride for the less daring. If you are
planning to USE! these routes please
make sure to dear your streak
with the seeurity office so as not to
cause a trarfice problem with other
streakers planning to use the same
~te.

The Visible Man is far less
philosophical aboul his streaking
episodes. He says. "J do it buicaUy

,
because' am an exhibitionist. 'did
it long before streaking started •
jusl standing in the window in the
nude:' He also lhinks that

Two anonymoU5 streakers identifying themselves only as The
Visible Man and B the Bee in an
exclusive interview with the Voice
slated their philosophies as to the
current trend and their reasons for
running through the Quad in the
altogether last Saturday night. B
the Bee says that streaking lel.l
out his inhibitions. He compares a
good streak 1.0 the television
series, "Then Came Bronson,"
citing Bronson's escape from
reality through his riding his
motorcycle. He also thinks that
streaking should be made part 0
the core curriculum because. ",
helps to keep the students in goo
shape."

Presidential
about our future. 1am increasingly
penuaded if we do Uae right things
.-e can maint&in our preseot size
in years ahead. despite the coming
drop in eoUege population." He felt
that the ~nt television exposure
is healthy and that it will make it
easier to recruit students in the
future.

e-to .........
In the area of admimstrattve
strueture. Fr. Fitzgerald has not
planned to make any significant
changes. "I am trying 1.0 see if I
can get the present structure and
personnel to function more efleetively," he said. "I think of myself
as a basketball coae.h," he added,
"who either substitutes at random
if his tum isn't perfonning
perfeetly on the noor or instead of
random substitution, he can try to
figure out what instruetions be can
give the players to perform mort!

....tutory."
When things go wrong." he
Iw1.her added., "I shoukln't start

firing peopte-rather I should find
out bow to better dired them."
Diseussing his recent decisions
GO Security which established a
guardhouse and permitted the
guard at the guardhouse and one
other officer to carry ftrearms, Fr.
Fitzgerald (elt confident that he
had made the right decision. "J am
concerned with the safety of
dormitory students," he explained,
"especially when I read in the
Brldleport P.at that several
students were assaulted in a dorm
at U.s. Iut Saturday night."
When asked if there would be

more security measures in the
dorms in the future, Fr. Fitzgerald
replied. "There is no poinl in using
elaborate systems in lhe dorms
unless people are prepared to live
wilh them. As it is. we cannot.
make people accepl fairly simple
forms of security such as locking
fire doors at night. ~

......

-

Though Fairfield baskelball is
now televised, Fr. Fitzgerald does
not believe that the University is
truning into a "jock" school. "I
don't think everything revolves
around basketball," the President
said. "However," he continued, "it
is good to have a varsity sport that
becomes a focal point of interest in
the whole community. I think we
have a fine team."
Speaking of the character of
sludents. Fr. Fitr.gerald found that
each class seemed more distinclive
today. "I find it hard to identlly a
consistenl trend from year to year
and in one direction."
When asked to commenl aboUl
FairfK!ld's "lack of tradition." He
felt that this was inevitable in such
a young school "This can be an
advantage," he believes, "beause
it makes it easier for us to change,
if we think something new will be
better." He found the slreaker
trend.,acrOllS the country amusing,
"It reminds me of such collegiate
pranks as swallowing goldfish
when I was a student, I don't take
it too seriously, though."
Fr. Fitzgerald is still pondering
the idea of being a housemaster. "I
ask myself if I would be around

mak.ln~ )'OU r

streaking should be made a parl of
regular campus activity saying
that it would cul the cost of
washing e10lhes and the lime it
takes to get ready for classes in
the morning. "J think streaking
should be implemented into
Freshman Orientalion, maybe lO
replace the tug of war where so
many people get hurt - nobody
gets hurt in a good clean streak,"
says lhe man.
Neither The Visible Man nor B
the Bee take any money for their
efforts. "It is bastardly to take
money for a streak," commented B
the Bee, "it should be done in free
spirit and not commercialized."
Asked if they planned to continue
their streaking aclivitics, The
Visible Man replied, "Yes. We feel
that a preeedent needs to be set on
this campus. We intend to start
the Fairfield Streaking Associalion (FSA) and open membership
to all students - male and female."
•.. Good Luck!
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R.A.'s Form Dorm Workshop
As a sub-goal, .....one R.A. able in order to give advice when
by Carol ZaIuI
Since the beginning Oflhis school organl7.ed a meeting of all the consuhed; and his availability lo
year there has been a new freshman in the buikling:' to the residents.
orientation in the resident advisor improve communication among
The participation of the resident
program. This new system is freshmen residents. Thus the advisors in the program thus far
known as "management by objec· program allows for creativity and seems to be highly successful. It is
tives" but in less technical lerms is individualily in altaining the dorm hoped lhal this wilt lead to better
called "the workshop way of goal.
universily-resident relalions.
The benefits of such a program
learning," Under this system each
dorm has its own major objective are the creation of a more
for which the resident advisorll and democratic almosphere and better ·&'~Bomb~ , - PI· , coordinaCors all work. Each R.A.. accountability of the R.A. to both then would proceed to rapidly
however, is allowed the freedom to direetor and residenls. Mr. Bouch- burn and spread to objeels within
develop his own program for er explained thal the system tends its target.
to "democratize the staff (since)
The unbreakable plexiglas
meeting this objective.
Mr. Edwin Boucher, director of each R.A. works in development saved any destruction, causing the
student residence gave an example and implementation" o( his own bomb to be denected to the
of how the program operates. In program to meet lhe dorm ground. Where material from the
Regia Hall he said, ..... the goal of objective. Also, lhe residen... aDd container spilled onto the boolh. a
the building is communication...... slodent ~ident dif"ec:tor are blaclt scorch mark remains.
informed of if and how well each
Al the present. the securily
R.A. performs his job. This department along with the Fairenough. I still dOD't know the provides an increased amount of 6eKt Police are investigating the
answer."
accountability of the R.A_ and incidenL There is no indication as
.......s.consequenlly improved operation to lhe cauae or auspect.
The future of the University of the system.
remain Fr. Fitzgerald's chief
The responsibility of creating his
concern. "I am anxious to try to own program is added to the list of StllllNts ..ternt.etI .. WerkiIt&
spell out what sort of place we are criteria used to assess an R.A.'s Part·T.-..... your 0 _ tiae
and where we wanl to try to go," performance. Other areas are an ear:a.iq: "... S400 til 1600 pH
he explained, "The annual Presi· R.A.'s abiding by University rules .....tII. Write to Post 0f6te BoA
denlial Report was the flrSt step in and reporting any infraction; his 52% Westport Cotut. 06880 for
lhat direction. The work of the responsibility of being knowledge- larther lDl. and iaterview•.
Planning Commission is the
second."
PREPARE FOR THE LSAT EXAMS
The Planning Commission will
be an Ad Hoc group whose mission
would be to correct and build upon
FOR L.A W SCHOOL.
the materials contained in the
annual report. This Commission,
LSAT Review Course Feb. 1910 March ]9
which will develop a plan for the
next five to ten years. will consist
of (acuity, administrators and
call 335-8157 or 372·6761
sludnels,
CocuI-ieetiM Eue.tial
In particular. Fr. Fitzgerald
plans to persuade the dllfertnl
constituents of the University to
work together more easily. This
can be seen in the recent decision
to allow students to sit on the
Board of Trustees' Commiltee on
Maybe We Can Help
Student Allairs and on the
Planning Commission. Fr. FitzWe Have Young Driver Markets Available
gerald also placed more emphasis
on the role of the University
Why No. Give Us A Call.
Council in University governance.
Above all, Fr. Fitzgerald believes that improving communicaconlacl: Como &: Nicholson Inc.- Waher A. Dobos
lion is essential. '" plan to submit
an annual report every year," he
concluded, "aa well as sending a
4695 Main 51. Bridgeporl, Conn.
letter every few weeks to the staff
and (acuity and a report in the
372·4351
Veke concerning each meeting of
the Trustees.
.

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

PROBLEMS GOT YOU DOWN?

LUIGI

APIZZA

lor Reol Italian lood in Fairlield
Lasngno • Maniconi • Ravioli. Spagheni •• APIZZA • GRINDERS· Eggplant • Veal Ponnesian _ Antipasto
170 Po I Rd.

FAIRFIEW VNIV. STUDENT'S DISCOUNT

Call 259-7816
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--Editorials - -

Please Vote
VOTe

FRIDAY

Tomorrow Is another election. Again the school
has the chance to elect a Student Association
President.

9 - S', IN~rote!

This case, how8Y8t", Is special. Not often Is an
election contested on grounds that it was poorly
managed. But the legislature meeting of a week ago
decided by an overwhelming majority to conduct
another match. Now, we must do it all again.

The interim tietween the meeting and tomorrow's
polling time should have given us ample opportunity
to reflect back on the situation, set emotions aside,
and respond rationally,-either in the light of Initial
campaign events or on recent impressionable
occurrences. Depending on how you feel either
'
candidate can have an advantage.

George Ahlmeyer
Chip Dsvis
David Pettinicchi

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Election TODJ.orro_
Friday

Feb. 22

*
*
*
* *
Let". Have Another
Good Turnout

* * * * *

Polling' Hour.:

9 a.DJ.. - 6 p.DJ..

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Applicalions for Co-Chairman of Orienlalion '74
are a"ailable al Ihe Siudeni Services office, Loyola
Hall. P08ition8 are open to all members of Ibe
CI... of 1976-mole& female.
Deadline for application8 is March 1.

Express your views!
Write a letter to the Editor
II IE
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Election
Contest
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"Were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers or newpapers without a government, I should not hesitate a
moment to prefer the latter."
Thomas Jefferson
II

,

II
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--Letters to the Editor-To tile editor:
The Student Legislature bas
passed a motion to hold a new
election for President of the
St.udent. Association. Grounds for
the new elect.ions are the fact. that
the polls were dosed by the
election committee at 4 p.m., a half
hour earlier than advertised. Since
the voles had not been counted at
the time, there was no way of
knowing whom the early dosing
would favor. 80 the question of
manipulating the election does DOt.
even eater the picture. The
election should have been contested immediately after the poIJs
dosed not alter the outcome was
announced. The reason for the
so-ailed disputed votes was that
the eleetion committee used
outdated eomputer sheets, sheets
that did not include the names of
new lransfer or exchange students. When these students
presented their 1.0. 's. the committee allowed them to vote.
The victory by Tony Mixcus was
a narrow one. Yet. as narrow a
victory as it was. Chris Campbell
is not c:ontent to lel lhing lie. He
will grasp at any slraw to save
himself from losing again. In an
emotional speech before lhe
Legislature, Mr. Campbell Dew off
the handle several limes, pounding
on the lable, throwing a cigarette
in disgust and causing emotional
upset among certain individuals in
lhe assembly. During these
outbursu. Tony MixCU8 kept calm
and relained his presence of mind.
Mr. Campbell made a strong
emotional appeal to the assembly,
relying on sentiment rather than
reason.
ts this the type of man that
should be in charge of I5O,OOO?
Sound decisions should be based
on fatl.s and reason, not on
senliments and emotions. The fact
is lhat. Tony MixcU8 won the
election: Now he has to go through
another election to win a position
already his. Chris Campbell wailed
until after the returns to eontest
lhe election. Now he is awarded a
lhird chance to gain whal students
have denied him.

If you are truly concerned, do yourself a favor and
vote tomorrow.

I

T.EIDENT
PRE'S

?ur campus grapevine has taken care of conveying
to individuals any news they wished to listen to. To
restate them editorially would serve little purpose as
half would readily agree while the other half would
find fault.

With what you know I believe and feel, everyone
must be present tomorrow to vote. A turn-out
comparable to last week's 1300 mark is essential to
make effective the decision rendered by the
legislative body. If we must, give it another chance'
by voting, we will be able to hold the laglslature'~
contention of 'electing the right man.'

"-)

ELECT

......

,

The students are now given the
choice again: Mix~us or Campbell.
Let reason guide your path.
Crail: 8. 11tomaa, '75

To the EdJtor:
This lelter is in relation lO lhe
election-reelection vOling for Slu·
dent Association President. I am
lotally appalled thal the Legisla·
lure ealled for another election. I
read their reasons for it and in my
opinion. there is no valid reason
for a reelection. If there was any
question about the polls dosing
early or a Dumber of votes being
uDattOUnt.ed for, it should have
taken place before lbe actual
counting of the votes occurred.
There have been rumors ~u
!ating that many members of the
Legislature were going to quit if
Tony MixcU8 was elected. Well. I'd
like to remind them that. they took
their position with the ideas of
.-orIr.ing for the SludeDl body and
should badt up their leader to the
fuUest. exte.nL If tbey felt 80
strongJy against Mixcus they
should have resigned their positions right after the primaries.
In my opinion. this lype of
activit.y just sbows lhal we dOO'l
have a true democratic: governing
body at aiL

So Chris Campbell. even if you
win NOW. you're stills loser in my
mind.

J.... M. O'ApBtiDo, '76

The Voice
Debacle
To tile EdItor:
I would like to commend the
Editorial Board of the Voice for
the amazing alacrity with which
they published a record of tbe
proceedings of the meeting of the
sludenllegislature held on February 13th. It is indeed a shame that
this alacrity is Dot matched by a
similiar measure of journalistic:
honesty.
The editorial abounds \ftlh
errors bUl I will attempl to cite lhe
mOSl obvious due to the limilations
of spa~e. First and foremost. Chris
Campbell did Dot contest lhe
election. The election was conteated by the election committee
whi~h decided thal due to the
voting "irregularities" which will
be elaborated on in a moment. a
new election .-as lbe only answer
to the rampant ronfusioD which
was threatening to remove the lasl
vestiges of credibility from StuCIMl. . . prr. 5

EDITORIAL BOARD
Managing td,lor - Geof'ge Ahlmeyer
ProduClIon Manager - David Peninicchi

News Ed;lor - Peler "allon
Sports Editor - (hip Davis

Bus;ness Manager - Bill Vogel
Arl Editor - Mary Belh AJlwein

StolH Repottm: Darla Barbano, Toni Marll~ Cuzzocreo, Richard levenlhal,
Margaret Macary. Mary Ellen Maher. Sidney Pointer. Pat Dunn, Joseph
Wilkmson, Mike Moehlman, Carol Zahn.
uyout: Karen Jane Romel, --'my Zilllllont
Sporh: Debbie Monllillo, Cabe Chericello, Jay Walsh, Dan Cahill, Bill

Keenan, Jay Crepeau, Stephan lessing. Peter McGregor, Richard McEttrlck.
Phillip Bonee, A. D Smock '
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dent Government at
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University.
The editorial mentions that
voting irregularities were involved but fails to explain them in any

depth. The real irregularities are
these: The polls were supposed to
be open from 9 a.m. until 4:30 p.m.
However. the polls were closed at

4 p.m. thus denying numerous
students their voting rights
(witneN the petition which demonstrated that faet). If that wasn't
enoguh. 12 Yotes were unaccountable in the final count. In addition,
the final tally reflects only a
partial recount of the dorms 00
campus and there was a large

inconsistancy between the two
eounts...(eomplele and partial).

Since the election has been
invalidated by both the legislature
and the Student Court. it would

appear erroneous to term Chris
Campbell "the defeated candi·
date." Furthermore. what you
term as his "poor attitude", is not a
solitary emotion, but it is shared

by 24 of the 26 legislators
including his opponent Tony
Mixeus and a member of your
editorial board. Peler Fallon.
Chris Campbell's so-ealled "total
outrage" manifested at the Student Legislature meeting. was not
demonstration of h~ POO'
attitude. Rather, it was a sineere
effort on his part to restore and

•

r" "

IOU'"

maintain the eredibility of the Mr. Mixeus for F.U.S.A. Presi· they will hopefuUrunderstand the
Student Government.
fairness of reserving preferred
dent.
In the highly eharged emotional
dOl"llU for upperclassmen. There
atmosphere of the past week, the
will still be freshmen living in
blantant irresponsibility and naipreferred dorms as long as there
vete displayed by the VGice'.
are seniors who eontinue to sign
Editorial Board will not help to
for rooms and later leave to live on
restofil prestige to the Student
the beach. But this SYste~ will
Government or to a truly
prevent a student from retai 'ng a
eoneerned individual, his good
preferred room for four y rs.
name.
As regards the adminis ration.
Thank you.
To lite Editor:
this suggestion will eliminate the
Members of the senior class ean need for all "special" lotteries
remember the fl&KO of room with which we have been plagued
sign-ups during their freshman in the past. This will also help to
year. The "lirat eome. lirat serve" eliminate some of the special
policy involved an all night vigil in forma needed under the present
Loyola lounge if ODe was to get a system.
decent room. The lottery system
It is our hope that by
whieh replaeed this was a vast eliminating the option of retaining
improvement and benefitted both one's room this system will
students and administration. provide the opportunity for the
To the EdItor:
There is, however. what we greatest number of studenta to
Last Friday The "Int AaeJtd· eonsider to be a fault with this live in a preferred dorm for at
meat DUly Pre.. published an system. If the opportunity of least one or two years.
"arude" sLating that the Social retaining one's room from one year
Sineerely yours,
Committee had unanimously en- to the next were abolished. the
Jam. T.IIriaHD, '74
dorsed Chris Campbell. It said resultant situation would be fairer
KevID J. Cenehe., '14
"The statement baeking Campbell to upperclassmen and more
was signed by every member of eonvenient for the administration.
the eommittee." I for one would
Twenty four freshman preS;ently
like to know what "every member" reside in Far East. In aU likelihood
means. I have been a member of they will retain their rooms. thus
the Committee sinee last semes- depriving upperdassmen of the
new
yet I reeeived no' notice opportunity of living in
whatsoever of this m~eting. donn with superior facilities. To the Editor:
It is not orten that I voice my
Therefore. as a member of the Freshmen now living in Far East
Social Committee and a eonter.ned may not agree with this proposal; opinion eoneerning matters that
student.. I would like to endorse however. three years from now take plaee on this eampus, hut

Room
Injustice

Standing
Alone

. ,.

"H'~~'ii

•

y'.. . . . ·..1

......t ucI DU'lutetl8: a homily lor the fifth Sunday of the year.
In all three readings for this Sunday there is an awareness of sin.
. h• eonfronted with the ali-hoI y God • beeomes eonseious of his
lsa&a
undean lips. Then Paul tells us that Jesus has died for our sins. and
that be. Paul. is the last and least of the apostles. is in faet unworthy
of the very name apeetIe beeause he has perseeuted the Chureh of
God. And in the gospel set!ne from Luke (5:1-1l) Peter, seeing Jeaus'
extraordinary power over nature. begs him to depart beeause he.
Peter, is a sinner.
You will notice that in all three uses it is beeause of an experience
of the divine that these men beeome aware of their own sinfulness.
Their meeting with God is like the eoming of the sun's light into a
darkened room. Without the sun's light the room's dust remaine
hidden. but when the light enters the dust is revealed. It is in the
experienee of God's holiness that man grows eonseious of his own
dust. of his own sinfulness. It is the eontrast that gives awareness, the
eomparison that reveals t.he differenees. And that is why it is the
saints who are the ones most eonseious of their own sinfulness. Their
greater experience of God has produced this awareness. And if we are
not very aware of our sinfulness. the filason must be that our own
experienee of God in Himself. in His holiness, is so weak.
But sinee this light produees sueh a black result, a eonseiousness of
our own sinfulness. why should we let it in? Wouldn't it be bet.ter.
easier at least.. to avoid it? Let us avoic;l meeting the divine so that we
ean live in our native darkness without even being aware that it is
sueb.
Unfortunately that isn't possible. The fact that we are eonscious,
the fad that we know good and evil. love and hate, the fad that we
have to live responsible for ourselves--all these fads tell WI that the
light. of God is present in us already. and so there is no possibility of
avoiding the light entirely exeept by annihilating ourselves. As long
as we ehoose to live, we eannot avoid the light. and that also means
that we eannot avoid seeing and reeognizing our darkness as sueh to
some degree or extent.
But what. is pouible is a refusal to walk a little mOI'e into the light.
to grow in eonsdousness of God and therefore of our own darkness.
We ean refuse to beeome mOfil eonsdous, more responsible. We ean
refuse to beeome more lightsome and loving. And this refusal is a
ehoiee or grealer darkness. It is sin. It. is personal stagnation whieh
then beeomes regression. That is. when one knows there is light to let
in but refuses to let it in. then he already knows he is eoneealing
something. and so his ehoiee of eoneealment is a seeond ehoiee for
darkness. When one eould walk into greater light but refuses to do so,
bis darkness is more eonseious and thefilfore deeper. We are
reminded of what John says at the beginning of his gospel when
speaking of Jesus as the Word: "In him was life. and the life was the
light of men. The light shines in the darkness. and the darkness has
not overeome it." (1:5)
The darkness has not overcome it. We should make that a prayer
for our own lives. We have the 8S8uranee of the gospel that darkness
bas not overeome the light. We know that is true. We ean never
totally esc:ape the light and darkness of our human situation. But
what we want to pray is that the light will become ever stronger in
the different rooms of our lives. and that we walk ever more into the
light and away from the darkness. ever more into the ways of love
and away from those of hate. And the Lord will teaeh ea.c:h of us what
that means in his own ute if we are open to his teaehing.

- GenldF_~.s.J.
c.tWle CbapIaia

Consider
Please

something very upsetting has
happened this week whieh I eannot
hold inside of me.
Hours were spent by dedieated
tutors making posters to atltad
needed volunteers for St. Mary's
Tutoring Program whieh is expanding to aeeepl more inner-city
ehildren this semester. Howeould
anyone have the nerve to rip
things off those posters that were
hung in the Campus Center? How
eould anyone be siek enough to
destroy hours of work done for
sueh an unselfISh eause?
Instead of taking and taking all
the time, 1 think that some
members of the Fairfield Community should learn how to give for a
ehange. Instead of wasting time
plotting ways to make people's
lives more miserable. why nol
spend a little time in a wise way by
volunteering to help improve the
quality of a child's life (and maybe
even your own life. if you're
luekyj.
FOR SALE
Man'. 26 IDda Peupot
10 Speed Raeer
Excelleat eoDditioa
c:aU 255-3671 or
bo. 1739

Other Views
lunu
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Statement
The call for a reelection by the Legislature is completely ridiculous. The reason that
I resigned as Elections Committee Chairman is because I refuse to be again subjected
to all kinds of criticism and abuse concerning the election and my part in it. The main
reason for the election not running so smoothly was the lack of cooperation which was
exhibited by David Monaco.
Concerning the hours of the' election, Mr. Monaco and I discussed the matter and I
told him that the hours would be from 9:00 to 3:30.
He then suggested that student teachers would not be able to vote since they
wouldn't get to the polls on time. I then suggested absentee ballots to Mr. Monaco.
The day before the election. Mr. Monaco told me that absentee ballots were not
provided for in the Constitution. I then agreed to change the hours from 9-4, to give
the student teachers a chance to vote. I posted two signs Monday, February 11, in the
corridor of the voting tables in the Campus Center. The hours posted were 9-4 p.m. I
noticed signs up stating hours were from 9-4:30. Mr. Monaco admitted putting them
up without any consultation with me. This same attitude was exhibited throughout
the primary and the election by Mr. Monacoi that of total uncooperation.
The second objection which seems to come up is the difference in total names
checked off for voting and total ballots cast. This can be explained very easily: as
people came up to the voting tables, they frequently went to the wrong worker. i.e.
each worker was assigned a certain number of letters in the alphabet, indicated by
signs posted in the board directly behind each person. Thus, the worker gave the
voter a ballot and called out the name of the voter to the correct worker to be checked
off. This was done in the interest of speeding up the voting process. The correct
worker may not have heard the name of else have forgotten to put it down. This may
be attributable to human error; this is why I recommend that the next election be run
by computer cards with the computer doing the counting.
Concerning the counting of the votes, Mr. Monaco. Eileen Manning, Clare Carney,
representatives from the Campbell camp, Joe Linnehan. a representative from the
Mixcus camp. Ed Harrison and myself (\11 took part in the counting of the ballots. They
were counted twice and each time Mixcus won, although by different margins; again
attributable to human error. [Just for the reeord, everyone in the eouatinl' roOm
voted for CampbeD, except for Joe Linnehan, thus virtuaUy eliminating any
favoritism toward Tony Mixeus.)
.
In concluding, I think the major reason (or the legislature's calling for a re-election
is that the majority of the people in the legislature didn't like the initial results. They
figured that the results were too close and that a re-election was the only way to give
"their man" another chance to win. As (ar as rm concerned, Tony Mixcus definitely
won the election and I think it is a shame that he must win again to become President.
Unless the Student Government accepts my suggestion of using the computer to
count tbe votes. 1 pity the next Elections Committee Chairma~. Maybe this time
Campbell will win, and then aU the "big shots" in the student legislature will be
satisfied. Maybe a third election will be necessary. That will be determined after the
results o( the second election.
Sincerely,
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Playhouse Opens with Comedy
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH

Kathy Merva staggers through a scene from the playhouse production
01 You Can't Take It With You. looking on is Kathenne Roberts and
Robert Flemmg, also of the cast. The comedy opens for student
preview on February 28 and conlinues ItS fun lor two weekends.
Reservations may be obtained by calling the Playhouse at 204 or 671.

YOU. a warm human comedy
centered around a household of
life-loving eccentrics. will be
presented on Ma~h 1, 2. 7, 8. 9, 14.
15, and 16 at 8:30 p.m. at the
Fairfield University Playhouse.
Hart and Kaufman's classic
comedy enhances every situation
to its fullest potential. The
Syeamore family and their live--in
friends are oblivious to what.
people think, and live happily
making fireworks. writing plays
and revolution slogans. and eoIlecting snakes. stamps and people.
When Alice. the youngest daughter of the Sycamore family.
becomes engaged to the son or a
Wan Street executive, workis
collide.
Under the experienced direction
of Joe Bowman and with a fine
cast, the production is a guaranteed success. In the words of Mr.
Bowman. ~One of the charms or
the play is that it is a comedy
based on characterizations. and for
that reason makes a wonderful
vehicle for student actors."
The all student east includes
Michael D. Quinlan as Grandpa
Vanderhof. Cathy Roberts as
Penelope Sycamore. Robert J.
Fleming as Paul Sycamore, aDd

Eileen Kalinowski and Sonja
Bukvic as Alice And Essie
Sycamore respectively.
Others in the cast are Delaine J.
Baldwin, Brenda Blissett. David
Monaco. Gary Roscoe. Tony
D·Onofrio. Susan McEntee. Rich
Starkweather, Warren Simpson.
Jim Frulla. Steve Russo, A_
Bonnie Dortenzio. Tony Avocato,
and Katherine Merva.
Performances of YOU CAN'T
TAKE IT WITH YOU will be

presented at the Fairfield University Playhouse on Round Hill Road
in Fairfield, Connecticut.
General Admission is $3.50.
Student and Senior Citizen admis·
sion is $2_50. Special group rates
are available on request.
Reservations may be made by
calling the box orfice Monday
through Thursday between 3:30
and 7:30 at 255-5411:ext.. 204: if no
answer. call 255-5411. eXL 671.

Crossword Puzzlp.

Photography Exhibit Hangs in LilJrary
•

An exhibition of photography by
Hugh R. Smith, featuring blackand· white still life and landscapes,
is currently on display in Fairfield
University's Nyselius Library.
The exhibition will include four
40" x 40" works, touching on
anchors in Southport harbor. a
New England church steeple. the
Grand Tetons. and youngsters in a
pick-up hockey game.
Two other works by Mr. Smith.
two horses on a ridge in a morning
mist, and anold vintage yawl in the
Mystic River, will be displayed on
40" x 18" prints.
Most of his works. on a wide
variety of still life topics, will be
shown on 11 inch square prints.
Mr. Smith, who was born in
Worcester, Mass.. and maintains
his photography studio on the
property of his Burr Street
residence in Fairfield. explains that
the photographic values of still life
compositions are accentuated by
black-and-white photography.
"Black·and-white enhances the
values and emphasizes the subje<:t.
whereas color can take over and
become the dominant factor in a
finished print," he explains.
Works included in Mr. Smith's
exhibition will emphasize the
unusual effects which may be
gained from the way a subject is
photographed. or the technique
used in the printing process.
"My photography emphasizes
honesty and truty-I try to see
objectively. my works are an
honest statement in scenes which
they portray on a wide variety of
subjects-such as wood piles,
anchors. antiques battes, sky.
water, a gasoline hose on a pier."
The professional photographer
grew up in Mystic. Conn., which
accounts for many of his works
focusing on the water and beaches~
Recipient of a B.S. from Brown
University. ~where I actually
carned the last of my degree

requirements with the camera by
illustrating a book for a Brown
professor," he also attended Har·
vard University and later the
University of Bridgeport.
He spent some 10 years in the
consumer goods-packaging industry. rising from a machinery
salesman to a packaging engineer,
before deciding to follow a lifelong
interest in the visual arts which led
him in 1969 to launch the
enterprise. "Hugh Smith: Photographer.
He works as a free lance
photographer, specializing in
black-and-white photography and
outdoor color family portraits. and
numbers among his several national a«ounts General Electric. He
has done extensive work for
several banks in Connecticut. and
his work has appeared in various
national magazines with some
interior photography to appear in a
M

spring issue of Houlle IUId Gardell
MqaDdti.

The Fairfield artist, who captured first place honors in 1972 and
again in 1973 in the Fairfield
Sidewalk Art Show, has taken his
camera 100 feet below the
Caribbean, shot down on the Grand
Tetons from a helicopter, hiked
nine miles by foot into the back
country glaciers of Montana. and
recorded the birth of his threemonth old daughter in the delivery
room of Bridgeport's Park City
Hospital last December.
A director or the Connecticut
Audubon Society and chairman of
Action for Bridgeport Community
Development's Scholarship Fund,
Mr. Smith resides with his wife
Sally and four children.
The exhibition of his photography will be on display in the
university's Nyselius Library
through March 31.

Come to the Mardi Gras
The chaplaincy is sponsoring a
Mardi Gras Ball in the Oak Room
on Tuesday, the 26th of February.
Tickets are $5.00 per couple.
People are asking why the ball
wasn't scheduled for a weekend.
The answer to that question is
twofold: the weekend nights were
already oeeupied by other activi·
ties, and a Mardi Gras Ball should
take pla~ on Shrove (to shrive. to
absolve) or Fat Tuesday (hence
the name ManU GraI), the day
before Ash Wednesday. When
Lent was a period of fasting and
abstinen~ from meat. the days
immediately preceding it were
called Carnival (from the Latin

_.

FOR SALE
FilCher SUverclu Skis
BraDd New. N. BiDdiac.
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bo. 812

words for meat, care, and good-by.
vale). and Mardi Gras was the last
and most celebrated of the
Carnival days. Carnival is still
celebrated in the Catholic parts of
Europe and in New Orleans in our
own country.
Because of Mardi Gras' connec·
tion with the Lenten fast. all
proceeds from the ball will go to
help the people of northwest
Africa who are suffering from
starvation because of drought.
Brian Kirmil's ''T. Kay Urches·
tra" will play. The dress is semiformal. and a mask for the more
daring. Drinks are on/up to you.
We hope you'll all come and
celebrate Mardi Gras with us.

CENTER
CRAm

ACII088
I, Poster. 5 Room. 10 Hair style. 14
Consumer, 15 Tapestry. 16 Hard
work. 17 Move upward. 18 Bodice,
19 ....... of Green Gables", 20
Turkic language, 22 Uh huh, 23
Debate. 24 Obseure. 26 Denomina·
tions, 28 Health resort. 3t Large
tub, 33 Regret. 34 Vampire or
baseball. 37 Rival. 40 Store event.
41 Alaskan native, 42 Chum, 43
Ghandhi's land. 44 Talk wildly, 45
Auxiliary parls, 47 Vocalized
pauses. 48 Be obligated, 49
Perceive visually. SO Compass
point. 51 Chop very fine. 53 Roll of
money. 55 Tough alloy. 58 Jolson
and others. 60 Door fastener, 64
Evangelist
Roberts, 65 Weak
from old age. 67 Pronigate. 68
Stout's Wolfe. 69 Musical sounds.
70 Miss Fitzgerald, 71 Actor Leo
....... 72 ~Everybody
somebody....... 73 Find a buyer.

DOWN

J Abrupt, 2 Large land mass, 3
Take it ea9Y. 4 Extreme fear. 5
Understood, 6 Ask for divine help.
7 Sign of the zodiac. 8 Ooe-d.ish
meals, 9 Superlative ending. to
Gable and Monroe. II
Kong.
12 Japanese race. 13 Mirth. 21
Mella bolt. 23 Devoured. 25 Floor
covering, ~ Mongrel, 28 Frighten.
29 ...... bear, 30 Utterances
following prayers. 32 Harrison's
nickname. 54 Policeman's shield.
35 Foreign, 36 Annoy. 38 Place. 39
Faucet. 40 Nahoor. 43 Perfect, 45
Barley beard. 46 Modern. 48 Olive
..._... 51 Cantaloupe. e.g.. 52 Choke
part, 54 Defies. 55
of India",
56 Alder or shoe. 57 Receive for
service. 59 Yukon vehicle, 61
Lacquered enamelware. 62 Pick
over. 63 Cure. 65 ••...•.. Arbor,
Michigan. 66 Double bend_
Answers on Pg. 7
M_ ••• _ ••

Special Film Series Screened
to Subsidize New Equipment
The origi.nal equipment was
The Fairfield University Film
Society will begin a special purehased from federal funds
Thursday evening film series to under the initiative of Dr. Leo
underwrite the purchase of a new . O'Connor.
Future capital investments of
16mm proje<:tor. announced Robert Webster. moderator for the the Society include the purchase of
group. The original projector. a second 16mm projector as well as
purchased back in 1950. 9uffered a a new sound sY9tem for the smaO
romplete breakdown early last format and screen.
week, necessitating the quick
The schedule of movies to be
attention of the membership.
shown in the special benefit aeries
A new projector put a debt of will be announced shortly by the
about S1400, le9s deposit, in the society.
clubs treasury. As a non.profit
organization. the only source of
The chamber orchestra will play
funds the society receives is from
at
Mass on Sunday, the 24th, at
admission charges rrom their
7:30
p.m.
audience.

CENTER RESTAURANT

PORTRAITS
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HOBBY SUPPLIES

Caterlng For AI Ocea..lans
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By PETER MCGREGOR
There has been quit.e a bit of
talk around campus concerning the
status of the hockey team for next
year's season. Whether it will
become a varsity sport or remain
on the dub level is the question at

band. The two candidates for

Assistant·caPlain Dave Conners skates by a Brooklyn defenseman on his way to & score,Conn",":l had one
goal in the Stags 4·1 win over the highly touted Brooklyn squad.
Gi......... Pbo4o

President of the Student Associa·
tion, Chris Campbell and Tony
Miuus. each have shown support
for a varsity hockey team in their
plaUorm for election. The players
feel that they have the ability to go
varsity as do many of the fans. The
obvious person to ask about the
situation is the founder and coach
of the Fairfteld hockey dub,
Doctor John McCarthy of the
Psychology department.
"Doc. M as he is known to the
foUowersol the hockey team, feels
that the dub has the ability to
attain a varsity ranking for next
season. "We have won games
against established varsity teams
such as Holy Cross, Wesleyan, and
Trinity as weU as the University of

Skaters Face St. John's to Defend
21-0 Record, Brooklyn Falls
by Debbie MoaciUo
Brooklyn defense and put neat
The Stag lceme~ hav~ a busy moves on the BrOOklyn goalie to
week up and c.ommg With three bre~k the no score deadlock of the
games on the hne·up.
perl~.
Today, the Skaters travel ~o
~Idway through the second
play the Redmen of St. John s period, Stag defensemen Dave
University. Earlier this !ear t~e Conner~ tallie~ Fairfield's second
S~gs defeated St. John 5 \}.I ID goal. With assIsts credited to Joe
Bridgeport.
. . Flynn and Tom Cohan.
On Saturday the team wI!1 a~m
Brooklyn scored their only goal
take to the road for theIr hfth of the game in a power play
.
.
r
, h ·
varsity serlm~age 0
e season. offensive in the mid third period.
The Stags Will take on ~nt1ey Tom Gilman retalliated two
College at 8:00 ~.m. ID the minutes later off a pass from
Waltham Arena In Waltham. Reidy.

Gilman picked up his second
goal of the game by sending the
puck into the ROOmen net vacated
by the Brooklyn goalie in the final
minutes of the game, as Brooklyn
futilely attempted to I
th
scoring game.
cose
e
Defcnsemcn Kerry Brooks WaJi
given a game misconduct f,';
verbal exchange with the refer~.
The Stag de fen,. m·
'h
'
IDUS
e
services of Brooks will hopefully
find team captain Jim Martin back
in the line-up.

Massachusetts.
The third game of the week pits !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Fairfield against its traditional foe.
the Purple Knights of the
University o( Bridgeport. Last
HOCKEY
semester the Knights fell La the
Away
Feb. 21 vs. St. John's
:::lugs 5-1.
Away
Feb. 23 vs. Bentley
The team goes into this series
Wonderland
of Ice
Feb.
27
vs.
Bridgeport
boasting a 21..0 f'e(;ord, after
registering a 4·1 win over
BASKETBALL
Brooklyn College last week at
Madison Square Garden
Feb.
23
vs.
Marshall
Univ.
Coney island.
Away
Feb.
27
vs.
SL
Peter's
College
Fairfield took the scoring
initiative with slightly under two
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
minutes left in the rtrSt period on a
Away
Feb. 25 vs. Fordham
goal by John Flanagan assisted by
Rich Reidy and Fred Bouchard.
Flanagan broke through the

Sports Schedu/,e February

21-28

Connecticut's sub-varsity team.
The bulk of our squad is freshmen
and sophomores with four juniors
and we will not lose anyone
through graduation. If we do a
good job of recruiting this
semester. next year's team should
be excellent. and could provide
good competition against ECAC
teams.Tep Neteh SdMdUe
The hockey team will play a
major independent schedule next
year with a home and away series
a/otllinst such teams as U, Conn.,
the University of New Haven, and
Trinity College along with a single
game up on Worcester against
Holy Cross all of which have been
set up by the University's Athletic
DirecLar, C. Donald Cook. As rar
as the MIHL j;toes, McCarthy says,

Slags Defeat
Bonnies '::~"'"
Almost a _ightmare reputed
The outset of the second half
appeared as if it might be a repeat
of the loss earlier in the season to
St. Joseph's. It was not La be as
the Stags clung tenaciously to
their lead, with Ralph Rehn
putting in 11 second half points.
The team had a tremendous 62%
average from the noor in the
second stanza. They outrebounded
the Indians 33-213 in the Itllme.
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In a sequence photo, John Ryan. who had 15 assists against O.U.• passes oft to Ralph Rehn undef the
basket and Rehn puts it up al'Kl in. The Stags playing perhaps their best game 01 the year blasted Ohio
with their running and shooting game. Rehn contributed 20 points to the effort. ......,.. ........

"The league IS presently in a stale
of flux. Il might divide into two
divisions with a strong and a weak
one. II this occurs we will play in
the stronger division. provided
that the sehedule is limited to ten
or (ifteen games with the other
strong dubs such as Nassau,
CCNY. Brooklyn. and lona."
The problem with going varsity
means an increase in the team's
budget. and the University cannot
possibly handle it alone. ThereM
fore MDoc has proposed a 9-3-3
financing plan. If this proposal is
agreed upon. 19,000 of the money
allocated towards club sports will
be transferred to the varsity
hockey team. $3,000 can be raided
by the hockey team through
advertisements and donations, and
the other 13,000 will have to come
from the University. This budget
is a 13.000 increase over the
112.000 allocation that the dub
received this year and Doctor
McCarthy feels that this amount is
sufficient for proper operation of a
varsity hockey program.

WODderlaDd Hopes
People within the University
it.seU are not the only one's who
feel that our hockey club should go
varsity. The Wonderland of Ice.
the home arena of the Slags,
regards Fairfield as ils main
hockey attraction since the Oilers
left the Bridgeport rink. The stan
at Wonderland can also rorsce the
Fairfield hockey program becom·
ing varsity within the ncar future
so they are planning to spend
1700.000 on the renovation of the
rink. They plan to enclose the ends
of the arena. add stands La
accomodate 3,000 fans. and install
a new sound system. along with
new lights and locker rooms.
Wonderland also plans La raise the
price of admission for local hockey
fans and "Doc" intends to obtain a
percentage of the gate receipts in
order La h~lp finance the team. He
believes that by bringing in good
ECAC teams every week. the
receipts from the gate could be
very profitable.
Personally. McCarthy feels
there is no
why the club
shouldn't go varsity next year.
'"The only thing we really need is
student supporL If we can get
that. there should be no problem in
obtaining varsity slatus." After
seven years of hard work, the
team and its founder deserves a
break. With the talent he has
almost single-handedly put together on ice. he shouldn't have to
wait another year for the
culmination of his dreams, a
varsity hockey team for Fairfield
Universily.

reason
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New Football Coach
ByGarySt.ric::kJud

crucial area has contributed

The perennial autumn attraction
of Fairfield football will
returning to life again next
with some new additions to
club. Coach Tris Carta will
missing !rom the scene in the

be
raU

heavily to the team's weak
performance on the gridiron and to
its low estimation in the eyes of

the

the student body. Buta new image

be
fall

of the team both (rom within and
without. is materializing, with

along with some other once
familiar faces. The changes are an

"dedication" as the byword.
With many veteran players

attempt to breath some new life
into the sport here at Fairfield.
Spearheading a brisk project.
aimed at invigorating the entire
football organization will be new
head coach Cr. Tom Christie.
Besides practicing dentistry here
in Fairfield, Coach Christie has
donated much of his time the last
few years promoting athlelic
rompetition among area youths as
a coach in the Pop Warner
Football league. The young,
dynamic, new head coach appears
to be just what Fairfield needs to
change
tie present stigma
surrounding the football team. "He
impressed the hell out of me,"
lauded Football Club president
Jack Strange. "he's "He's going lo
be lough-the kind of guy who is
going lo bring back a desire to win
lo Fairfield football."
And winning is nothing new to
Tom Christie. As quarterback at
Syracuse University during the
"Czonka Era," he partook in many
a vietory. Selected from a host of
applicants. the new coach immediately asserted: "1 don't want
locoach a losing team." his tone of
voice indicating this to be mor
than a mere desire. This will be a
lOugh order to deliver in light of
next year's demanding schedule.
which indudes such estimable
opponents as Hartford, Western
N.E.. St. John's, Brooklyn College.
SlOnehill, SL Michael's and Wor·
chester ~tate.
In the past. the team has been
hampered by the size of the
coaching staff. Anyone ever
associated with football on any
level knows that two coaches
cannot sustain a viable program.
To diminish this problem, Coach
Christie brings along three compcl.ent assistants who have workcd under him before. And
hopefully, the coaching staff will
be rounded out to five if Bob
Power. defensive coach last year.
can land a teaching job in the area.
Responsibility, devotion, and
faculty in a coaching staff instill
diligence, integrity, and pride
in the playeMi. A deficiency in this

running and/or lifting weights in
the sehool's new universal gym, it
is apparent that a fresh altitude
prevails. This new altitude is
partially propelled by the indefa·
tigable Jack Strange, dub presj...
dent. Although Jack won't be
dismembering any opposing players next season, he attacks the
heavy load of paperwork that his
position entails with a vicious snarl
that rl~ealls memories of his
playing days. Co-Captain Bob
Haller, expressing his approval
commented, "Getting the new
coach has been the biggest lift.
We have a solid backfielG
returning with Nick Detura and
DeWitt Harmon. In Co-Captain
Ward Byrne, Tom Harrington,
Tom McCarthy, Bob Cipher and
others, we have a Slrong nudeus
from which lo work. Everything
looks great 50 far-but most
important is making the campus
aware of Fairfield Football."
Unfortunately, the team is still
in serious financial difficulty. A
debt amounting to more than
$2,000.00 accounts for a steady
now of communication between
Jack and local merchants. The
football team has planned num·
erous dances, mixers, raffies, etc..
which will be held on campus in an
effort lo associate more people
with its activities. Your participation and support would be greatly
appreciated.
Probably the biggest exlravaganza of the year will take place on
March 15, when the Football Club
sponsors the 3rd Annual Irish
Night. This year's band. Your
Father's Mustache (who own a
N.Y. dub of that ilk), delivers an
exceptional performance by force
of habit. Those who have seen
Your Father's Mustache have
nothing but praise for this fine
attraction, who feature "Gay
Nineties," Irish. and Barber Shop
music. There should be plenty lo
drink. as 35 kegs will be on tap.
This is your cbance to really have a
great time. Take advantage of it!
Football is alive and kicking at
Fairfield.

Staf.!s Scalp Indians
The Stags of Fairfield, playing
what was undoubtedly their best
game of the year, defeated t.he
Indians of St. Bonaventure by a
score of 82-75 last Tuesday night.
Freshmen Owen Mahorn. who had
24 points for the night, and Joe
Finn turned in excellent performance5SL Bonaventure's seemed to be
the favorites going int.o the
rontest. The Stags were rebounding from a tough loss to Manhattan
and definitely had their backs to
the wall in the drive for an N.I.T.
bid. The team responded lo the
pressure marvelously beating the
Bonnies in every aspect of the
contest
'Mahon ludl team
Mahorn was without a doubt the
hero of the night. He responded to
the challenge by taking charge and
dominating the game, especially in
the second half, before fouling out
late in the contesL Along with a
team leading 24 points he also
pulled in 7 rebounds, second only
-

Stags Beat F.D. U. 62-44
Fall to Canisius 93-81

lo CraIg Moorer. Mahorn splay
offset the tremendous play of St.
Bonave~ture st~r Glen Price, who
poured m 26 ~mts lind grabbed 7
rebounds. Price also fouled out
late in the game after giving Stags
centA;'r Craig Moorer a hard time
all mght.
In the last 3 minutes of play
Mahorn canned 3 hoops and pulled
down the clutch rebound that put
the. battle out of reach for the
Ind ..ns.
In the r':'5t half the Stags and
the BonDles. _both started off
slowlr, com~llItmg numerous fouls
as Fairfield Jumped out to an early
lead. 11-5. Mahorn came off the
bench to pace the team to a 44-39
half-time lead. Ray Kelly, who had
another fine game, and ran the
team v.:hile John Ryan w~s on the
bench m fo~1 trouble, h~t for ~1
fi.rst half p~lInts.. At t~e mtermlS'
Slon .t~e sltuatl?n dId not look
promlSlOg for FaIrfield because all
5 starters had 2 or more faults.
coat. OD N· 7
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by Steve J..euiac
Last week the Stags split a pair
of crucial games against Fairleigh
Dickenson University and Canisius College. Fairfield rolled over
Fairleigh Dickenson by a score of
62·44, but dropped a tough
decision to Canisius. 93-81.
In the game against Fairleigh
Dickenson at Madison Square
Garden the Slags displayed Lheir
finest defensive performance of
Lhe season. Not one of the
Fairleigh Dickenson hoopsters
was able to hit double figures,
their high scorer Tom Machiaverna ..:ould manage only 8 points.
FO SbootiDa' Way Off
The Fairleigh Dickenson team
had one of the poorest shooting
days possible, connect.ing on just
28% of their attempts from the
floor. The Stags hit 47% of their
field goal tries in the rontesl
Fairfield outrebounded their opponents by a wide margin 40-39.
Center Craig Moorer pulled down
11 rebounds along with his 10
poinl.s.
The first half was very slow as a
result of poor shooting and
numerous turnovers on both sides.
Fairleigh Dickenson could muster
only 14 first half points enabling
the Stags to take a 25-14 lead into
the locker room. TIn the second
stanza Fairleigh Dickenson man·
aged lo double their first half
outpu'" but the effort was La litlle
and lo late against the quick
breaking Stag offense.
Leading the Fairfield offensive

was Richie O'Connor,whohit for 16
points and grabbed 6 rebounds.
Rehn and Moorer each had 10
points. Freshman Joe Finn, who
has been coming into his own as of
late, chipped in 8 points in the
effort. John Ryan, who had 5
points. came up with his lowest
assist total of the year as he
passed off for only five buckets.
Ryan had been averaging over 11
assists a game.
Caniuw: Too Touch
Saturday was a different story
for the Stags as they ran into
Canisius College and the nations
leading scorer in Larry Fogle.
Fogle ran wild before the capacity
crowd of over 3,300 people as he
ran orr 35 points and hauled down
16 big rebounds. He has been
averaging 33 points again this
year. The Stags center combina·
lion of Moorer and Finn could
manage only 2 rebounds and 2
points against Fogle.
Canisius shot a torid 56%
from the floor. ronnecting on S6 of
64 atempts at the hoop. and 82%
from the chairty stripe. Fairfield
was down by II at the half, 39-28,
and could not make up the
difference as both teams came out
iring after the intermission. A
total of 107 points went through
the hoop in the second half.
The Stags could not seem to
take advantage of the 23 turnovers
made by. Canisius during the
course of the game. Fairfield's big
gun. forward Richie O·Connor. was
effectively held in check. O'Connor
had only 12 points and 3 rebounds

on the evening. In recent games he
appears to have fallen off the rapid
pace he set earlier in this year's
campaign.
Team Effort by Caaialu8
Topping Stag scorers against
Canisius was Rehn with 20 points
on a 7 for 17 shooting performanee
from the Door. Owen Mahorn was
just behind Rehn. hitting on 7 of 13
attempts and adding 4 free throws
for a lOtal of 18 points. Mahorn led
the Stags off the boards as well
with 5 rebounds.
Both Rehn's and Mahorn's fine
showing were offset not only by
Fogle's 35 points, but by big nights
from Kenny Kee and Mike
Roberts. Kee and Roberts garnered 20 and 16 points respective·
ly. Guard Jim Schofield put in a
good night's work giving out 14
assists and hitting for 12 points
himself.
In the rebounding department
the Stags were soundly trounced
by a margin of 41-23. Though the
team has improved its rebounding
ability as a whole tremendously
this season there still appeaMi lo
be a great deal of room for
improvement in that area. Rebounding continually shows up as
a major statistic in Stag loses to
some teams.
Co-captain and playmaker John
Ryan had 11 assists against
Canisius. The whole Fairfield team
looked to be pasing off more than
usual which is a good sign. They
had a team total of 20 assists
against Canisius, compared lo only
13 against Fairleigh Dickenson.

Hoopsters Stop Ohio Univ.
By Chip Davis
In an unbelievable display of
running and shooting. the Stags of
Fairfield deslroyed Ohio University by a score of 91-80..The final
score is in no way indicative of the
beating Fairfi_eld handed to the
Ohioians. The Stags broke into the
lead 5 minutes inlO the game and
were never headed.
A tremendous first half performance by Junior Ray Kelly
boosted the Stags lo a 52-26
halftime lead. Kelly worked his
way along the baseline time and
time again scoring 12 points in a 9
minute stretch_ Kelly romptetely
outclassed his defender, AIIAmerican candidate Walt Luckett.
Luckett, who came into the
contest averaging 24 points a
game, was held to only 15 for the
night.

one juncture the Slags out scored
O.U. 29-10 over a period of 9
minutes. Ohio did~display a well
rounded attack with 6 of their men

hlttmg.double ~gures. U.lice Payne
led OhIO. ~rmg 16 pOInts.. They
put up qUI~ a few shots In the
game and hit a modest 43%.

lOOOib Ryu
Rich O'Connor led the Fairfield
scoring with 24 points; O'Connor
was also the teams leading
rebounder, grabbing 8 caroms.
Ralph Rehn and Kelly finished
with 19and 18 points respectively.
John Ryan, who did not miss a
shot [rom the Door or Lhe foul line.
was also in double figures
garnering 10 points, in addition to
his 15 assists. Ryan's 15 assists
broke his old school record of 252
for a single season. Owen Mahorn
made his presense felt off the
bench again, chipping in 9 points
and 7 rebounds. The Stags shot
60% from the Door on the night
including a fantastic 69% in the
first half.
Fairfield led by as much as 29
points during the game, ahead
63-34. early in the seoond half. At

•
Ray Kelly moves along the baseline against Ali-American candidate
Wall Lucken. Kelly had a tremendous game in the 90-81 victory OVef
Ohio University. Kelly had 18 points and neutralized Ihe highly touted
""~ Photo
Luckett.
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WESTCHESTER STEREO offers fairfield Uliversity St,dent's discollts
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